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CASA 
Introduction 

On behalf of the CASA-HPC team 
 

•  CASA Parallelization Project Scope 
•  Implementation Plan 

–  Testing, Current Development, Future Development 
•  Documentation 
•  Some performance results 
•  Executing CASA in parallel – Examples 



CASA 
Project Scope 
•  Improve performance on computing clusters and PC architectures. 

•  Parallelization framework for CASA that can be implemented at task and 
tool levels. (Python and C++)  

•  Parallelization of CASA (Interferometry) Tasks: 
–  Filling, Calibration, Flagging, Analysis, Display 
–  Imaging (tclean) 

•  Parallelization of the Pipeline  

•  Testing existing parallel implementations and benchmarking 

•  Documentation of installation and usage 
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CASA 
Parallelization Concept 
•  Multi-MS (MMS) 
 
•  Tier-0 Parallelization (4.5) 

–  Parallel execution of not internally parallelized tasks 
•  plotms, gaincal à see Multi-MS as a monolithic MS 

•  Tier-1 Parallelization (4.5) 
–  Internal parallelization within tasks 

•  partition, split2, flagdata, applycal à MMS-aware 
•  will work in parallel, on each Sub-MS separately 

•  Tier-2 Parallelization (4.6+) 
–  Parallel execution of internally parallelized tasks 

•  running several flagdata calls in parallel, each on an MMS 
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The MS is partitioned into Sub-MSs. 
Each CASA instance run in parallel on a Sub-MS 



CASA 
Implementation Plan - Testing 
•  Integration of MPI framework in the B&T system such that CASA can be 

built and tested routinely on the cluster nodes. 

–  mpicasa is fully integrated into the CASA distribution 

•  Parallelization of common tasks at the Python level to leverage the MMS 
data structure. 
–  importasdm (partially) 
–  flagdata, applycal, setjy 
–  mstransform (split2, cvel2, hanningsmooth2) 
–  uvcontsub (partially) 
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mpicasa is a thin wrapper around mpirun, which sets up the 
environment in order to run CASA in parallel 

improved in 4.5 

Tier-1 parallelization 



CASA 
Implementation Plan - Testing 
•  Parallel implementations automatically tested 

–  ESO Jenkins à nightly run à trunk and stable binaries 
•  normal functional tests adapted to run on Multi-MS 
•  functional tests specific for Multi-MS testing 
•  full data analysis script running in parallel (alma-m100) 
•  MPI framework unit tests 

–  CV acceptance tests à for accepted tarballs for coming release 
•  functional tests specific for Multi-MS testing 
•  full data analysis script running in parallel (alma-m100) 
•  MPI framework unit tests 
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CASA 
Implementation Plan - Development 
•  Parallelization of the pipeline à Highest priority in 4.5 

–  importasdm + partition à create MMS at import time 
–  new balanced mode in partition 
–  parallel execution of different EBs for non-parallelized tasks 
–  speedup of flagdata for online flags application 
–  new flagdata summary mode with spw-field breakdown 
–  I/O improvements: fewer redundant reads of sub-tables 
 

•  Parallelization of imaging à tclean à 4.6+ 
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importasdm + partition à create MMS at import time 



CASA 
Create an MMS at import time 
•  Parallelization can be achieved by partitioning the MS using task partition 

–  partition(vis=‘myfile.ms’, outputvis=‘myfile.mms’) 

•  At import time, use importasdm to create a Multi-MS 
–  importasdm(asdm=‘myasdm’, createmms=True) 

•  Axes to partition the MS: auto (balanced mode), scan, spw. 

•  Number of Sub-MSs to create is automatically taken from the number of 
engines being used by CASA. Or is set by the numsubms parameter. 
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CASA 
Implementation Plan - Development 
•  Parallelization of the pipeline à Highest priority in 4.5 

–  importasdm + partition à create MMS at import time 
–  new balanced mode in partition 
–  parallel execution of different EBs for non-parallelised tasks 
–  speedup of flagdata for online flags application 
–  new flagdata summary mode with spw-field breakdown 
–  I/O improvements: fewer redundant reads of sub-tables 

•  Parallelization of imaging à tclean à 4.6+ 
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new balanced mode in partition 



CASA 
Balanced mode - partition 
•  Obtain the list of scan/DDI pairs 

•  Calculate the total number of visibilities per pair and sort the list in 
descending order. 

•  Each pair is allocated a separate Sub-MS following a global merit function 

•  RESULTS in: 
Ø  each Sub-MS having roughly the same size in disk 
Ø  the scan/spw content is spread in all Sub-MS 
Ø  results in a better work-load for each parallel engine 
Ø  tries to avoid idle engines when data selection is required 
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CASA 
Implementation Plan - Development 
•  Parallelization of the pipeline à Highest priority in 4.5 

–  importasdm + partition à create MMS at import time 
–  new balanced mode in partition 
–  parallel execution of different EBs for non-parallelised tasks 
–  speedup of flagdata for online flags application 
–  new flagdata summary mode with spw-field breakdown 
–  I/O improvements: fewer redundant reads of sub-tables 

•  Parallelization of imaging à tclean à 4.6+ 
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parallel execution of different EBs for non-parallelized tasks 



CASA 
Parallel Execution of EBs  
•  Launch in parallel commands for non-parallelized tasks: 

–  plotms, calibration tasks 
–  parallelized per EB 
–  launched from inside the pipeline 

•  Interferometry pipeline à creates many plots using plotms 
–  implemented for plotms, but needs bigger changes in the pipeline 

•  Single-dish pipeline 
–  implemented for 2 baseline fitting steps à good speedup 
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Tier-0 parallelization 



CASA 
Implementation Plan - Development 
•  Parallelization of the pipeline à Highest priority in 4.5 

–  importasdm + partition à create MMS at import time 
–  new balanced mode in partition 
–  parallel execution of different EBs for non-parallelised tasks 
–  speedup of flagdata for online flags application 
–  new flagdata summary mode with spw-field breakdown 
–  I/O improvements: fewer redundant reads of sub-tables 

•  Parallelization of imaging à tclean 
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Parallelizaton of imaging à tclean à 4.6+ 



CASA 
Parallelization of tclean 

 PARALLELIZATION of tclean is still under development 
•  Parallel implementation of continuum and cube clean are fully integrated in 

tclean.  
•  tclean makes use of the MPI framework à similar to calibration tasks 

•  run time for gridding scales well and close to linear with Ncores 
•  it slowly deviates from linear scaling as Ncores increase 

–  maybe due to the increase in time to setup the imagers à TBI 
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source Bhatnagar et al. 2015 

some preliminary results in next figure 



CASA 
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CASA 
HPC Documentation 
•  Users Documentation 

–  CASA cookbook 4.5 
•  Chapter 10 – Parallel Processing in CASA 
•  Chapter 4 – Synthesis Calibration (mstransform) 

–  Example script on how to run in parallel 
•  alma-m100-analysis-hpc-regression.py 

•  Developers Documentation 
–  CASA MPI Framework 
–  Multi-MS Structure 
–  Guide to running tests with Multi-MSs 
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CASA 
Performance Tests 
•  Using a cycle0 data reduction script 

–  1/3 of steps use parallelized tasks 
–  uses sequential clean for imaging (to be updated in 4.6) 

 
 

•  Using the interferometry pipeline 
–  1/3 of steps use parallelized tasks 
–  use parallelized tasks 

•  Using the single-dish pipeline 
–  4 out of 14 steps use parallelized tasks 
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speedup of 1.5x in parallel for pre-imaging steps 

speedup of 2.8x in parallel for baseline fitting step 

speedup of 1.5x in parallel for total execution time 



CASA 
alma-m100 ratio sequential/parallel 
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CASA 
IF Pipeline Sequential Run 
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CASA 
IF Pipeline Parallel Run - 8+1 cores 
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CASA 
Pipeline - Sequential vs. Parallel 8 
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CASA 
Performance Considerations 

•  Ideally, use a common high-performance file system for multi-node use 
and a strong I/O system. 

•  The type of processing done in the analysis.  

•  The size of the ASDM in order to decide if it is worth processing it in 
parallel or not. 

•  Ideally, use one processing core per Sub-MS. 
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CASA 
Examples 
1.  Run the alma-m100 script in parallel 

	mpicasa –n 9 casa –c alma-m100-analysis-hpc-regression.py	

	mpicasa –n 4 —hostfile mycluster.txt casa –c alma-m100-analysis-hpc-regression.py	

	

2.  Run CASA interactively, for a parallel processing 
	mpicasa –n 5 casa	

	CASA <3> importasdm(uid__A002_X888a, createmms=True, savecmds=True)	

	CASA <4> flagdata(uid__A002_X888a.ms, mode='list', inpfile='uid__A002_X888a_cmd.txt')  

2.  Run the pipeline in parallel 
	mpicasa –n 9 casa —nogui —log2term —pipeline	

	CASA <3> 	import pipeline.pipelinereducer		

	CASA <4> 	pipeline.pipelinereducer.reduce(vis=[‘../rawdata/uid__A002_X888a’])	
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almahost1 
almahost2 
almahost3 



CASA 
Parallel Execution Logging - Client 
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	CASA <4> flagdata(‘Four_ants_3C286.mms, mode=’summary’)  



CASA 
Parallel Execution Logging - Server 
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	CASA <4> flagdata(‘Four_ants_3C286.mms, mode=’summary’)  



CASA 
Parallel Execution Logging - End 
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	CASA <4> flagdata(‘Four_ants_3C286.mms, mode=’summary’)  



CASA 
Future Development 
•  Aiming at CASA 4.6 

–  new baseline axis in partition à SD pipeline 
–  make split2, cvel2, hanningsmooth2 the default 
–  optimize the concatenation of the output MMS 
–  optimize the MMS structure à symbolic links to all sub-tables 
–  review uvcontsub, which is partially parallelized 
–  tclean parallelization tests 
–  improvements based on users testing and feedback 
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CASA 
 
 
 
 

QUESTIONS? 
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CASA 
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CASA 
Balanced Mode – default in partition 
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scan 1 

scan 1 

scan 1 scan 1 

spw 1 
spw 1 spw 1 spw 1 

Sub-MS 1 Sub-MS 2 Sub-MS 3 Sub-MS 4 

scan 1 

spw1 

best for  
scan 

best for  
spw best 

globally 

Where to allocate? 



CASA 
Parallelization of tclean 
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source Bhatnagar et al. 2015 
expected time 


